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Who to Contact if You Need Assistance:
Our office will manage your file through the entire process of the sale of your home. We will track
and manage the day-to-day issues that arise during the course of a real estate transaction. If you
have any questions during this process, do not hesitate to contact us.

Springs Homes
703 N. Tejon Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
719.388.4000 (p)
719.388.4001 (f)
www.SpringsHomes.com
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Let’s Start Selling Your Home:
Thank you for choosing us to handle the sale of your home. Now that you have made the decision to
list your home with us, the real work begins. Our efforts during this phase of the selling process will
lay the foundation for the entire transaction.
The next series of tasks we need to perform are photographs, virtual tours, measuring and fact
gathering. Before any of this can take place though, your home must be staged. Staging is the
process of neutralizing and optimizing your home so that it appeals to the greatest number of
Buyers.
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Appealing to Buyers:
Buyers need to get excited about your home when they walk through the door. In our experience,
they usually know within the first couple of minutes whether or not they are interested. On the next
few pages are a list of 18 winning staging hints that have proven to help your chances of capturing a
Buyer’s interest.
As you prepare to put your home on the market, there are a couple of concepts that will help you to
deal with the stress of selling a home. Most importantly, the concept that you are no longer a home
owner...you are now a home seller. Once you accept this reality, the process of preparing for and
dealing with showings gets easier. Additionally, the sooner you embrace this concept and do the
things required to prepare your home for showings, the sooner your home will sell.
The second concept is this. Buyers decide emotionally and then justify those decisions intellectually.
After hundreds of home sales, we know what impacts the emotions of home buyers. What seems
insignificant or inconsequential to a Seller can be an absolute turn off to a Buyer. Home buyers are
not just looking for a house... they are buying a lifestyle.

“YOU ARE NO LONGER
A HOME OWNER...
YOU ARE NOW A HOME SELLER”
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Home Staging:
We like to think of showings as an audition for your home. During a showing, your home is usually
being compared to other homes of comparable price, size and location. The top three criteria that
impact Buyer’s choices are
• location
• price
• condition
You have no control over location and price is determined by the market. So, the only positive
impact you can have at this point is the condition of your home. Controlling the following 18 aspects
of your homes’ condition can significantly increase your chances of selling quickly and for more
money.
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18 Winning Home Staging Hints:
We only have one chance to make a first impression: Sight and smell potentially create the strongest
first impression so many of the hints address focus on the senses. But did you also know that Buyers
are strongly influenced by the appearance and condition of non-living areas such as the garage and
mechanical space?

1
2

The importance of curb appeal can’t
be over-emphasized. With fresh
eyes, take a look at your property
from the street. Does it look like it
justifies the price tag? If you were a
Buyer, would you be excited about
going through the front door? Many
times a broker has had to cancel a
showing because the Buyers, upon
seeing the outside of the house,
asked the broker to keep on driving.
A neat yard, bright flowers in the spring and summer months, a clean
pathway and an inviting front door are definitely worth the effort and
expense.
The front door area should be filled with life. Especially welcoming is a new
doormat and a generous collection of flower (red is best: fresh in the
summer, dried in the winter). Throw out those horrible, old carpet scraps. If
your dog has scratched up the door, re-stain or paint it. Door hardware
should be sparkling. The key should turn easily and make sure the doorbell
works. Holiday touches, such as groups of fresh pumpkins in October or an
evergreen wreath in December, are welcoming.
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3
4
5

What is the first thing your Buyers will see
and smell when they open your front door?
This room, its accessories and its fragrance
will be critical to your Buyer’s first
impression. They may not yet be consciously
aware of it, but on some level, the Buyers
have already made a decision as to whether
your home is on the list. If you lose them
here, it will be extremely difficult to win back
their enthusiasm, no matter how nice the rest
of your home is.
When you know your home is going to be shown, open all the draperies and
blinds, turn on all of the lights, and leave soft music playing in the
background. This is no time to be worried about energy conservation or
fading furniture. If the showing agent has to do all of this while they are with
their Buyers, they can’t move fast enough to stay ahead of them in a dark,
lifeless impression of your home has already been made. Make sure all lights
are working and replace any burned out bulbs.
Fresh, fragrant flowers throughout your home are a delight, especially in the
entry, living room, kitchen, bedrooms and bathrooms. Acknowledge the
holidays: poinsettias at Christmas, tulips and daffodils in springtime,
sunflowers in fall. This is one of the easiest things you can do to ensure your
home shows beautifully.
Set your dining table as if you
were expecting to entertain
important friends that night. You
are in the imagination business
now and efforts such as this can
help. Buyers visualize themselves
at that table when your house
becomes theirs.

6
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7
8

Check out your linens…are your comforters lumpy and dull? Your pillows flat
and lifeless? Your towels mismatched and frayed? Invest in beautiful, bright
sheets, duvets and pillow shams, as well as matching towels and bath mats
(remember, you can take all of this with you). Beds should have at least two
pillows per head (three is even better), big fluffed-up comforters, and bed
skirts. For ideas, check out any linen showroom. You will be amazed at what a
difference this effort will make in how your home is perceived.

With all the latest advances in aromatherapy, it’s easy now to make your
home smell wonderful. Diffusers can leave a lavender scent in bedrooms, rose
in the bathrooms, orange in the living room. You’ve heard that baking a batch
of chocolate chip cookies just before your Buyers arrive is appreciated. Don’t
have time to bake cookies? Try a couple of drops of vanilla extract on a piece
of foil in a 250-degree oven. It produces same effect and won’t add calories!
Unmade beds, dishes in
the sink, toilet seats up,
hair in the shower, visible
trash in wastebaskets, kitty
litter boxes and stored
junk on balconies are
complete turn-offs for
Buyers. It makes them feel
squeamish and soiled.

9
10

This is a sensitive issue for families, but if your children’s bedrooms are filled
with posters on the walls, iridescent stars on the ceiling, overflowing shelves
of stuffed animals and model cars, and buckets of blocks, they will not be
perceived by the Buyers as neutral spaces. This makes it difficult for the
potential Buyer to imagine the room as theirs whether it will remain a
children’s bedroom or not. Remember, in many cases you are competing with
new construction and designer staged builder models.
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“DON’T LEAVE YOUR HOUSE WITHOUT
PUTTING IT IN SHOW-PERFECT
CONDITION. THE IDEAL BUYER MAY
ARRIVE AN HOUR AFTER YOU WALK OUT
THE DOOR.”

11
12
13

Reduce family photos to a treasured few. Remember, you are a home seller
now, not a home owner. It’s time to put away collections that personalize
your house so that Buyers can start to picture it as their own

Signs of deferred maintenance are the kiss of death. If it’s broken, fix it.
Most Buyers tend to dread repairs, assuming it will cost 2-3 times what it
actually costs to fix them. If they remain interested, Buyers will deduct this
amount from their offer. More often, Buyers assume evidence of needed
repairs suggests your home has not been well-maintained, and that there are
likely to be other potentially bigger problems they can’t see.

A common problem in our high
altitude environment is windows with
condensation between the panes,
which is an indication that the seals
have broken. Such condensation
leaves a cloudy residue on the
windows, rendering them dull and
streaked, which will appear on the
property inspection. Windows like
this age a house and ruin what might
otherwise be a great view. Repairing
the windows now will make the Buyers relieved that repairs aren’t needed
immediately after purchasing the home.
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14
15
16

If your home has a deck or patio, make sure these areas are not a place to
store junk. Consider these outdoor spaces additional rooms that Buyers will
imagine themselves using. Arrange them with patio furniture and a profusion
of flowers. In the wintertime, keep them free of snow so that Buyers are
encouraged to walk out on them and take in the views. If you have great
vistas or a lovely yard, these are places you want your prospective purchasers
to linger and imagine themselves using on a beautiful, warm Colorado
afternoon. Buyers won’t open the patio door and walk outside if there is a
foot of snow blocking the way.
Your backyard, much like your deck or patio, is part of your curb appeal
efforts. Avoid using your backyard for storage. Make sure it is immaculately,
groomed and accessible. Additionally, if you use the backyard for a dog,
make sure the yard is clean and free of waste. Be sure to take the dog away
during any showings. They are a distraction if left in the house and will keep
Buyers out of the backyard. No one is buying a home until they see the
backyard.

The mechanical area is a
surprisingly good place to
invest some elbow grease.
Make this area sparkle like
a ship’s engine room: be
sure all the equipment is
dust-free and the walls
painted (rather than the
typical unfinished drywalltaped look). Consider giving the floor a coat of shiny enamel paint. When the
“guts” of your home look well maintained, it inspires confidence in Buyers,
prompting them to think you have taken excellent care of your property.
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18

Garages are often the last place given attention by Sellers. This is a major
mistake. These spaces should be immaculate, well organized and look finished
(again, don’t leave them in drywall-taped condition). If your garage is a place
for your discarded toys, equipment or boxes of stuff you haven’t sorted and
given away, you should consider renting a storage unit or pod. You’ll
eventually need to do this anyway, so get a head start on packing up your life
before you even put your house on the market.

Many Sellers ask us about whether making certain home improvements
would facilitate selling their property faster or for more money. Here are the
very best places to invest money before putting your home on the market:
• replacement of worn-out or dated carpet
• fresh coat of exterior and interior paint
As long as your color choices are neutral, the impact of these two efforts is
tremendous. Your property will seem fresh and new to Buyers and superior
to most of the competition they will be seeing.
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Showcasing Your Home:
Now that your home is spruced up, staged and ready for showings, it’s time for us to document,
photograph, video and showcase its finest features. This is the time we gather the information to
create the image of your home that we will present to potential Buyers.
We will schedule your photo session to maximize the lighting on your home. West facing homes are
best photographed in the afternoon, while east, south and north facing homes are best photographed
in the morning. To really show off the features of your home, it should be setup as though it were
about to be shown. During the photo shoot, it is better if no one is home. We seem to work faster
this way and there is no chance of “Fido” slipping into one of the photos.
Your efforts with staging will pay off. Our job now is to show just how special your home is. Here are
some of the things we do to get your home ready for marketing.

AT YOUR PROPERTY:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure rooms
Document special features
Gather data for MLS
Take pictures and video
Make notes for flyers

AT OUR OFFICE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compile data
Process pictures and video
Input to MLS
Create & print flyers
Set-up Property Profile Book
Set-up web pages and blogs
Verify showing instructions
Setup showing instructions with Centralized Showing Service

WE DELIVER TO YOUR PROPERTY:
•
•
•
•

Sign & Rider
Lock Box
Flyers
Property Profile Book
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Home Showings:
Now that showings are about to commence, we would like to devote some attention to this subject.
All showings will be scheduled through our showing service. They can either call and leave a message
prior to any showings (this requires the home to be ready for showings at all times), or we can require
a confirmation from you that it is okay to show. Both options generally give you a couple of hours to
prepare but the “must confirm” allows you the opportunity to turn down a showing in the event you
are not prepared.

BEING FLEXIBLE
The unfortunate reality of having your home on the market is that it is inconvenient. Buyers show up
late for appointments or even worse, they cancel. Same day and last minute requests to see your
home are common. Please remember, you are no longer a home owner, you are now a home seller. It
is imperative that your home be easy to show. Most agents do respect your time and try to arrive
during the scheduled time, but situations arise. Things happen and sometimes it is too late to be fixed
by a phone call. If possible, try to stay away from the house a little longer than the scheduled time
frame. Most importantly, please don’t interrupt a showing or return to the home if you know the
potential Buyer and agent are still there.

BEING AWAY
Being present during showings is a bad idea. Let the Buyers’ agent do their job. In many cases, the
Buyers will have spent several days with this agent. They have probably developed trust and a working
relationship. Let the agent sell your home. No matter how good your intentions are, in the Buyers
eyes you are still the Seller. If you are the center of attention, you are what they will remember
about your home. Occasionally, a Buyer will have questions they want answered directly by the
Seller. This can be taken care of during a second showing. Additionally, we want honest feedback
from the Buyers and their agent. If you are present, the potential Buyer will not be as up front or
honest about the feedback for fear of hurting your feelings.
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“THE FIRST SHOWING IS ABOUT OVERALL
IMPRESSION. IF THE HOME IS PRICED
RIGHT AND WELL STAGED THERE WILL BE
PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITIES TO POINT
OUT THE FEATURES ON SUBSEQUENT
SHOWINGS. “
BEING AWARE

Buyers feel uncomfortable when the Sellers are present and it can actually kill a sale. Often Buyers
won’t even open closet or cabinet doors when the Seller is present. If Buyers cannot view the house
comfortably, they’ll hurry up and move on to the next one. If you must be home during a showing,
please go outside or stay put in one location. Do not wander around with the agent and Buyers. Most
importantly, don’t put yourself into situations that might open you up to uncomfortable questions
that might compromise our future negotiating position.
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FEDDBACK

After your home has been shown, we contact the Buyer’s Agent in order to obtain “feedback”. We
want to know what the Buyers and Buyer’s Agent thought, and most importantly, how your home
compares to the competition. Additionally, we try to establish how the pricing seemed in relation to
the competition and any other pertinent information this agent felt might help to sell the home
faster or for more money. If you have ANY questions regarding the marketing of your home, please
don’t hesitate to call. We are always available.

CLIENT CENTERS
This is a secured, password protected dashboard that is attached to your individual website. These
centers keep our Sellers up to date on the following aspects of the marketing and sales process:
• Showing Feedback-Posted to the single property site, you can get answers to your feedback
questions anytime you want it.
• Web Analytics-This give the seller a look at the traffic their home is seeing online from the
various web channels.
• CMA (Comparative Market Analysis)-This is an updated version of the market analysis your
agent setup when you initially priced your home for sale. This is a valuable tool because
markets change and it’s important to know where your property stands in that marketplace.

“IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
REGARDING THE MARKETING OF YOUR
HOME, DON’T HESITATE TO CALL.
WE ARE ALWAYS AVAILABLE.”
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